An efficient method for evaluating inner products of repeated integrals and derivatives of a function described by a Laguerre model is presented. An immediate and promising application is model reduction of infinite dimensional transfer functions.
Introduction
The Gram matrix Ψ of a system is very useful in system identification, power density spectrum modeling and model reduction. The Gram matrix contains elements that are inner products of repeated integrals and/or derivatives of the impulse response of the system. In model reduction applications, the elements of this matrix Ψ have to be computed from the mathematical model of the original system. Note that only stable systems will be considered.
Let Ω = {f 1 ,f 2 ,...,f q ,...,f r+1 } denote a set of contiguous real functions where
df i (t) dt (i = q, q +1, ..., r) ,
f (t) being the impulse response of the system with transfer function F (s). Clearly, the computation of the Gram matrix involves evaluation of inner products of real functions
Derivative and integral operators defined in (1) preserve natural frequencies or poles in the * Email address: Noel.Tanguy@univ-brest.fr Laplace domain, therefore Ω constitutes an efficient set of approximation functions for determining a r-order reduced denominator. Moreover, during model-reduction procedure, integral operator will slightly emphasize the lower frequencies, when derivative operator will slightly emphasize the higher frequencies.
Usually f (t) will be the impulse response of the system, but assuming that f (t) is a wellbehaved square-integrable function with Laplace transform F (s), other responses of the system could be considered (for example the step response shifted of its final value).
When systems are described by rational transfer functions, integrals defined by (2) can be efficiently computed in the frequency domain [1] [2] [3] . Here we consider systems described by Laguerre models. Indeed the Laguerre functions have shown their large potential in numerous applications as in signal analysis and parameter identification [4] , system identification [5, 6] , approximation of finite or infinite-dimensional system [7, 8] , numerical inversion of the Laplace transform [9] [10] [11] [12] , industrial control [13] ... This is more particularly in the context of the numerical inversion of infinite-dimensional Laplace transfer functions that we have based our works. That restrictive choice does not withdraw anything from the generality of the presented results.
Let F (s) denote the transfer function of the system described by a Laguerre series
where {c n } n≥0 is the Laguerre spectrum of the system, Φ n (s) are the Laplace transforms of the Laguerre functions defined by
for n =0, 1, 2,... and (−α) is a real pole satisfying α>0. In practice the Laguerre series (3) will be truncated and the Laguerre coefficients c n will be evaluated by a well-known technique based on discrete Fourrier transform computation [9] [10] [11] [12] . Now, let F i (s) denote the Laplace transform of the function f i (t)a n d{c i,n } n≥0 its Laguerre spectrum. As the Laguerre functions form an orthonormal basis, the inner products defined by (2) can be written in Laguerre spectral domain as
Integrals defined by (2) are thus replaced by sums, in practice finite, that are simpler to calculate and numerically more robust. Before evaluating these sums, Laguerre spectra of the repeated derivatives and integrals of f (t) must be computed.
Derivatives and integrals computation
A well-known relation binding the Laplace transform and the z-transform of the Laguerre spectrum {c n } n≥0 is deduced by substituting (4) in (3), then carrying out the transformation s → α z+1 z−1 ,o n eo b t a i n s
where Z denotes the z-transform operator. This useful relation will enable us to determine the Laguerre spectra of repeated integrals and derivatives of the function f (t).
Let us first consider the derivative operator defined by (1) , in Laplace domain it yields
Substitution of (7) in (6) leads to
which yields the recurrence relation
for n =1 , 2, 3 ... and i = q, q +1,...,r.W h e n the initial value f i (+0) is not known it can be computed as follows
In practice, the Laguerre series is usually truncated at order N . Therefore, and more particularly when the initial value f i (+0) is not readily available, an approximation of the coefficients of the various Laguerre spectra can be computed as follows
for n = N − 1,N − 2,...,1, i = q, q +1,...,r and where the starting point of the computation is c q,n = c q,n . The approximated Laguerre series of F i (s)i st h e ng i v e nb y
An approximated value of f i (+0) can then be evaluated using (8) or (9) i.e.
Note that the procedure (10) gives a set of functions verifying the strict equality
Integral and derivative operators defined in (1) are reciprocal, therefore the recurrence relations binding the Laguerre spectra of the repeated integrals of the function f (t) are readily obtained from (8)
for n =1 , 2, 3,... and i = q, q − 1,...,2. Dealing with truncated Laguerre models, and more particularly when the initial value f i−1 (+0) is not readily available, an approximation of the Laguerre coefficients can be recursively computed in the following way
for n = N − 1,N − 2,...,1, i = q, q − 1,...,2 and where the starting point of the computation is c q,n = c q,n . Note that the procedure (13) gives a set of functions verifying the strict equality
Gram matrix computation
The Gram matrix of repeated integral and derivative functions possesses interesting properties [14, 15] , that allow reduction of the computing cost of the inner products (5) . Indeed integration by parts of (2) yields
Because f (t) is square integrable by assumption, this relation simplifies to (14) and, in the particular case j = i − 1o n eo b t a i n s
The calculation algorithm of the Gram matrix is then the following:
1. Compute the Laguerre spectra of successive integrals and derivatives or their approximations using (12) or (13) and (8) or (10).
2. Compute the elements of the main diagonal of the Gram matrix using (5) or in practice the following truncated sums
3. Compute the elements of the first secondary diagonal using (15).
4.
Recursively compute the other elements of the lower triangular part of the Gram matrix using (14) .
5.
The upper triangular part of the matrix is readily obtained using the symmetry property ψ i,j = ψ j,i .
Note that if initial values are not readily available, it is then possible to evaluate them using (11) . Remark: It will be noted that the described procedures (8) and (12) or (10) and (13) give the Laguerre spectra of repeated strict derivatives and integrals. Therefore, in model reduction application, the reduced model of F (s) is provably stable by a Lyapunov method if the Gram matrix is computed on Ω or on Ω= f 1 , f 2 ,..., f q ,..., f r+1 and if the model reduction procedure is based on the approximation of either first or last function of the set by the others [16] .
Example
To illustrate the utility of the method we present a typical application of model reduction of an infinite-dimensional system. The system considered is the celebrated underwater cable whose irrational transfer function is [17, 18] 
From G (s), the first N = 100 coefficients of a Laguerre model with α =2 .42 is computed using a well-known technique [9] [10] [11] [12] based on discrete Fourrier transform computation. For ease G (s)= −0.0261s 5 +7.41s 4 − 1048s 3 + 63397s 2 + 92844s + 6326 s 6 +98.3s 5 + 4568s 4 + 67984s 3 + 227350s 2 + 132925s + 6686 of experimentation, however, we have coded our own version of the algorithm using a discrete cosine transform. The (not crucial) choice α =2.42 for the computation of the Laguerre spectrum of G (s) is obtained using the optimization method described in [19] . In order to derive reduced-order models taking the form of rational functions of order r = 6, Gram matrices of size (r +1)× (r +1) are calculated. We used the method described in [14, 15] to derived some reduced models corresponding to the values q =1 , 2, ..., r +1. W e retained the reduced model that minimizes the relative quadratic error defined by
where g (t) is the impulse response of the 6thorder model and g (t) is the exact impulse response of G (s)g i v e nb y
The selected reduced model G (s), given at the top of the page, is based on the Gram matrix constructed with the scalar products of the Laguerre models of G (s), its 4 first derivatives and its 2 first integrals (i.e. q = 3). The corresponding quadratic error ε =5 .24 × 10 −4 confirms the great accuracy of the reduced model.
Conclusion
An efficient procedure for computing the Gram matrix of repeated derivatives and integrals of a function described by a Laguerre model has been presented. Integrals defining the required inner products are replaced by sums (finite in practice) allowing a calculation numerically more convenient. The deduced recurrence relations yield 
